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United Press

IN OUR 78th YEAR

Paratrooper
"Drowns" In
Sea Of Air

•

to

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, June 12, 1957

Bring Huge GI Girard Petition To Ike

Giant Missile
Is Exploded

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

!Bandleader
'Jimmy Dorsey
Dies Today
- --NEW YORK, June 12 art —
Bandleader Jimmy Dorsey, 53,
died today at Doctors Hospital
five months after he underwent
surgery for removal of a growth
from his lung.
Dorsey's brother and long-time
associate, trombonist Tommy
Dorsey, died last Nov. 26 at his
home in Greenwich, "Conn.
Jimmy Dorsey entered the hospital last January for surgery
and was able to return briefly
to his conducting chore at a
midtown hotel in February. He
returned to the hospital March
13 and had been confined ever
since.
Dorsey, famed as a clarinetist,
began his career on another instrument — the cornet — in his
father's bras4 band when he was
in his teens. Jimmy and Tommy
organized their first combination
in 1920 and had an off-again
on-again partnership as band
leaders until Tommy's death.
The "fabulous Dorseys" were
the sons of Thomas Francis and
Theresa Dorsey. Jimmy, christened James Francis Dorsey, was
bern in 1904 in Shenandoah, Pa.,
where his father was a music
teacher. Tommy was born 'in
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Fulton Girl May Be Seen On
CBS-TV Tonight With Godfrey

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. NB
A lovely, talented musician and duet with Godfrey, among other
The explosion of the giant balvocalist, 17, from Fulton, Ken- numbers she will do.
listic missile, the Atlas, gave
tucky, Nancy Adams, who has
Word from New York this
FT. BRAGG, N. C. UI — A
scientists valuable information
sung and played her way into week indicates that in the imyikng paratrooper Pinned to the
which was under intensive study
the hearts of CBS viewers dur- mediate offing is a recording
today. The huge intercontinental
underbelly of a troop-carrier
ing the past six weeks on the contract with a major company,
plane mouthed the word "please"
rocket exploded shortly after its
Arthur Godfrey program. and an invitation to sing and record
more than 100 times,. but died
,4•4anching Tuesday.
who has captured the fancy of With a natiestatty-faments firthThe silver, snub-nosed projecdangling in the deafening slip.
Godfrey himself, will take her estra, and the happy prospect
tile, estimated to be about 100
stream Tuesday when crewmen
place tonight alongside the God- of more radio and TV shows
feet long, rocketed 5,000 feet
failed to rescue him.
frey "greats" of the past 8 years with Godfrey, who obviously
Into the sky from this Air Force
The crew tried for nearly three
on the all-star show (CBS) has a keen interest in her.
guided missile center. It then
hours to free Pfc. Wayne H.
tonight.
Nancy, her famous ukelele and
ekploded
in
-a
blossom
of
orange
Glugum, 23, of Leland, Iowa,
trumpet, her long golden hair
flame
and
red-hot
chunks of
whose chute-opening line beThis signal invitation came and her soft voice, may be on
metal cascaded into the Atlantic
cape fouled during a training
Monday from Godfrey himself, the way to real national starOcean
ju3p. His parachute did not
and, adds a great tribute to the dom.
open. Doctor's estimated he died
In a terse statement, the Air
imptessive list of appearances
,The air before a final effort
that Nancy has amassed on the
Force announced:
to drop him on a foam -cushioned
daily Godfrey programs since
"A missile was fired from
PROMINENT
CITIZENS
of
Ottawa,
Ill'nois,
arrive
at
Washington a irpor t,
runway could be carried out.
she first left Fulton April 22
the Cape Canaveral testing area
bringing an 18-foot-long petition denouncing government handling of the case of
A jet plane sent aloft in a
and tied for first place on a
today shortly after the launchtheir hometown serviceman, Army Specialist 3 c William S. Girard who faces
rescue attempt, nudged the
"talent scout" ptogram. Nancy
ing the missile exploded. There
manslaughter trial in a Japanese court. Bearing the petition infelded for Presispreadeagled soldier with it s
has demonstrated that rare ability
were no casualties.
wingtip tank in an effort to
dent Eisenhower's attention are (I. to r.) Mrs. Lewis Girard; her husband, Lewto project h e r entertainment
"Valuable
information
was
dislodge him so rescuers could
charm to an audience, and from
gained as a result of this,. test.
is, brother of the soldier; Fred A. Gerding, Ottawa banker; X. W. Mitchell, Otpull him into the plane.
Extensive flight testing of rocket
nationwide reports, the country
tawa businessman; Sen. Sverett Dirksen (R.-Ill.), who met the group; LeRoy
Mrs. Maggie Burton, age 77,
is loving it,
missiles in support of a long
May Have "Drowned"
Clements, editor of the Ottawa Republican-Times, and Hal Brown, Sen. Dougpassed away Monday night at
^It was a 90 degree angle
range ballistic misiles program
las' assistant.
(International Soundphoto)
Oy April 22 Nancy was a her borne on Hazel Route 2. She
and we just couldn't get him
and others has been going on
senior at Fulton High School had been in failing health for
up that high," said Sgt. Salvador
for some time and will conwho had never been close to one year.
M. Zamudio of San Antio, Tex.,
tinue."
She is survived by two sons,
a nationwide radio or TV proThere was no confirmation 1905flight engineer of the plane.
Surviving besides the widow, gram. By the end of this week John Burton, Hazel Route 2,'and
from the Air Force here that
"We had hold of him opce."
the --former Jane Porter, whom she will be a seasoned veteran Jim Burton of Detroit, Mich ; a
he said. "One man had ,!hold
the projectile was the giant
he married in 1927, is a daugn- of some I nationwide TV shows step son, Connie Burton; a step
An elderly county resident was
of each of 'his hands and I grabter, Julie Lou.
(Continued on Page Four)
seriously injured yesterday after
and 18 radio shows of Godfrey's, daughter, Mrs Ola Mclntoish.
bed the beck of his fatigues
falling from a ladder while workincluding three of the biggest She is also survived by two
bet the slipstream was so strong
grandchildren.
ing on a cabin near Kentucky
shows on the Godfrey agenda.
we couldn't hold him."
By JAMES S. GEGGIS
Funeral services will be conLake.
Probably the most amazing
"altoctors said Flugum may have United Press Staff Correspondent
Reported in good condition
aspect of Rancy's singing and ducted this afternoon at 2700
"drowned" in the sea of rushing
PLYMOUTH, Mass. SP —The
after undergoing surgery at Murperforming to millions of view- at the Providence Church of
air or been crushed against the Coast Guard cutter Yankton took
WASHINGTON an — Queen ray Hospital is George Morgan.
ers is the fact that she has Christ, by Bro. Charlie Sweat
plane by the terrific pressure the Pilgrim replica ship MayElizabeth II and Prince Phillip
Mr. Morgan suffered severe
never had a ukelele lesson or a and H. L. Lax. Burial will be
of its slipstream.
flower II in tow today and head- have accepted an invitation to cuts around his upper arm when
trumpet
lesson, and very little in the Providence Cemetery. The
Flugum indicated to crewmen ed for Provincetown Harbor, her
visit the United States in Octob- he landed on pieces of tin.
formal
voice
training, yet she Miller Funeral is in charge of
trying frantically to haul him first port of call in America.
when a Oise door shattered
By UNITED PRESS
er, it was learned today.
playing iikeleie the funeral arrangements.
has
been
ably
back aboard the plane that his
against him.
Coast Guard - headquarters said
There had been a report that
Godfrey himself and
with
detests
force
near-tornadic
Winds
of
helmet strap was choking him.
Lightning struck at least one
Capt. Alan Villiers accepted a the visit would be announced
Witiglsed trees, power lines and bow .angi burned off the roof last Froday. on a spur-of-theBody Hardly Scratchiest
tow because of 15-mile-an-hour this morning in simultaneous anmontent favitation. picked up has
portions
of
several
in
houses
Crewmen finally cut his body heady:1,34.
and OS per cent of the interior
nouncements from
PLYMOUTH, Maas., June 12
Washington
Tuesday night and of the four-room home of John trumpet and played a duet with
Iiisee as the plane landed on
"She'd never have made 't and London However, a later an —The Pilgrim replica ship Kentucky
the world's champion accordion
caused at least one fatality. Sev- Kolb, causing $3.500 damage.
alioarn -coated runway at nearby into Provincetown today without
message from London called for Mayflower II, beating her ghast- eral injuries and property damon the network! This
Pope Air Force Base Medical a tow," the Coast Guard report- a
A ferris wheel being set up by player,
postponement of the announce- ly predecessor to the New World age on a line generally extending
hard-working young lady
officers said Flugum had been ed.
the Hopkins Amusement Rides able
ment for ''a day or two," an by 14 days, was towed by a from Louisville to Middlesboro.
herself most all the
Company at Fairdale was lifted has taught
dead for 30 minutes to two
The tow line was tossed to the authoritative source said. The Coast Guard tug into Province Louisville apparently was the by a gust of, wind and tipped music she knows while intently
hours.
shortly
after
7
a.m.
Mayflower
acceptance of the U. S. invitation town Harbor today for her first hardest hit as winds of up to 75
to the hundreds of
They said he was "hardly e.d.t.
over onto a boat ride. W T. listening
anchorage in America.
hour tipped over house Hopkins, Owensboro, the owenr, records she owns at her home
miles
per
scratched" from the fall into
(Continued
on
Page
Four)
The coast guard estimated the
trailers, uprooted trees, downed said the wheel was worth about in Fulton, and those she has
the foam which covered 1,000 ship would arrive in ProvinceNEW YORK tir — Billy GrahFerris wheel, felled power and $14,000 and was 80 per cent spun as a disc jockey on FuJton's
a
feet of runway
town this afternoon.
damaged covered by insurance. It was a radio station, WFUL. For the am ended the first month of his
lines and
telephone
Zamudio said later that Flugum
Before being taken in tow, the
past four years she has sung New York crusade Tuesday night
several homes.
total loss.
"talked to us but he couldn't Mayflower had been traveling at
Fulton before a Madison Square Garden
A 28-year-old power lineman
The U.S. Weather Bureau at and played trumpet in a
hrr himself because of the noise seven knots under 15-mile-anaudience that swelled total atdance iirchest
repairing
while
electrocuted
lamage
reported
wind
was
Louisville
mostly
lip-reading
it was
f1our winds.
Wednesday night show tendance at his sermons over the
The
when
his
down
knocked
Kenline
southeastern
a
throughout
.
and sign Isagnage."
The tiny vessel was clipping
half million mark.
head and knee came in contact tucky at Middlesboro, Corbin and will feature Nancy in a ukelele
When Mama) . indicated that off five knots Tuesday night as
A hear-tapacity audience of
Shively,
line
in
high
2,300-volt
and
with
a
Falls
Cumberland
the helmet steep tvas cutting she put Nantucket Light Ship
17,500 brought total attendance
vicLouisville.
The
AMENICANESE
of
at
'suburb
rain
hit
NOT
pelting
a
winds and
off his breathing Zamudio said far astern. Her bow was pointed
for the past 28 days to 501.000.
Merkley. Lebanon, Liberty and Yosemite
tim was Raymond
he tried to remove the helmet, slightly north-northeast of an elGraham's call for "decisions for,..
Louisville
employe
of
the
daman
in south central Kentucky,
.'But I just couldn't reach it." 'bow of sand and wind-swept
TOKYO IP — Brig. Gen. Char- Christ" was heeded by 686 perGas & Electric Company
aging trees, lines and property.
He said Flugum's lips formed dunes at Land's End, Provincesons, bring the total of "decisions"
State police reported that Ky. les L. Decker. assistant U S.
the word "please" over and town. It was here that the oriidMrs. Frances Wilmeny, 32, and
to 16,929.
over. "He must have said 'please' nal Mayflower with its Pilgrim
ner daughter. Donna, 10, suffer- 92 between Corbin and Cumber- Army judge advocate general,
The committee running the
barrier
a hundred times, asking us to band wrestled for days with
.' rd cuts and bruises when a house land Falls and Ky. 80 between ran into the language
crusade had planned originally
ssillease' get him in the plane. shifting winds and tides.
trailer flipped completely over, Somerset and London were clos- at a press conference here today. to end it June 30, but present
A newsman asked Decker a
We just couldn't."
right - side - up. Another trailer, ed by falling trees.
Skipper Alan Villiers ordered
question. The general listened, plans call for a grand finale July
poorother
Green
and
Bowling
persons
was
three
occupied
by
I
square
180-ton
full canvas as the
Yankee Stadium. Graham
of western Kentucky also then said apologetically: "I'm 21 in
knocked on its side but the inrigger skirted dangerous Nanunderstand a has hinted the crusade would be
1
don't
sorry
but
quarter
A
stt
i
j
-Wintrs—srarlt
felt
Police
'injury.
escaped
habitants
edged
tucket shoal waters and
extended even beyond July 21.
:slid a number of other trailsrs inch of rain fe.AT al Bowling word — are you speaking Engnorth toward Cape Cod under
The evangelist confessed frankwas
There
lish?"
minutes.
20
Green
in
concrete
their
knocked
off
were
Tuesday
Coast Guard escort.
exploded ly in his sermon that when
correspondent
rereported
The
damage
property
no
-.
foundations.
night he messaged that the brisk
preachers at one time told him
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Wade have
Ronald Seward, a concession ported there but the rainfall was with laughter. The newsmen who
might get him to Provincereturned to Murray and are now wind
was a British he could be saved by accepting
question
already
the
farmers
asked
to
unwelcome
theater
drive-in
worker
at
.2
sooner than expected.
Jesus Christ as his savior "I
located in their home at 1616 town
correspondent.
near Shively, suffered injuries far behind in their work.
However, tele Coast Guard at
thought they were off their rockMain.
Boston said personnel aboard the
ers."
r. Wade has served for the
escorting Yankton predicted ar"Nuts!" Graham' shouted drapast year as Field Representarival time for late today. The
matically. "That's what I must
tive for the Salvation Army in
Ship will be towed to welcoming
have thought and that must be
Robert Searcy Chandler III
Central Illinois, with headquartRoger Ernest Chandler
ceremonies at Plymouth Thurswhat a lot of people say to those.
ers in Peoria.
Soon to visit their many friends reared in Calloway County.
who think they can be saved by
The Wades are here for a two day.
At Provincethem customs and and relatives in and around
Many of the Older residents
coming to Jesus Christ.
months vacation and will return
go Murray are the two "honest to will remember her father as a
will
officials
immigration
"I knos:s to some of you it
to Illinois late in August.
to get his anti above his head. Getting rid of *the deposits asBy DELOS SMITH
aboard. Shortly afterwards crew goodness" cowboys pictured reporter for the West Kentuckian
sminds foolish, crazy, like sheer
Previous methods of treatment sures against more attacks. He
members will reenact the signing above. The youngsters are Robert who wrote under the name of
United Press Science Editor
nonsense ..but it happened to me
haven't been too effective Nat- demonstrated t'hat this happens
of the famous Mayflower Com- Searcy Chandler III who is four "The Sage Hill Simard"
people
NEW YORK SA =That ex- ure unaided cures it in a week with before-and -after X - ray and to hundreds of other
pact.
boys
will
be
accompanied'
The
here."
and Roger Erneat, seven months
natural stuff, to two weeks,
tremely
potent
pictures.
The vessel marked its 52nd old. Both are The sons of Mr. by their parents, and one aunt
vitaruin B12, is so very potent it
Klemes granted that the "meurplus food commodities will day' at sea. The first Mayflower
Miss Bonnie Marie Chandler, also
Four years ago. Klemes got chanism of action" is unknown.
can bring quick relief from the
be distributed Friday, June 14 required 66 ,days to make the and Mrs. R. S. Chandler, Jr. of
of Mauriceville, Texas.
Texas.
Mauriceville,
.
which
vitamin
B12
that
most painfully violent attacks of the idea
in back of Tabers Upholstery Atlantic crossing.
But vitamin 812 plays indispenAfter a trip to Nashville. TenMr. Chandler is an employee
bursitis, according to Dr. I. S. is ones of the lesser known but sable if sometimes subtle roles
Shop on North Third Street from
nessee, to see the Grand Ole
Division.
Bridge
American
of
the
vivital
of
the
Klemes who has tried it out in among 'the mpst
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
in the function of the body. For
A total of 6.207 game licenses
of U. S. Steel Company. He Opry. the 'family will be staying some 50 victims with spectacular tamins, would work against bur- instance, vitamin File deficiency
fishing have
attended Texas public schoole for a-- few days in the home of results.
to
the
sitis. He now is reporting
number of blood disor- for hunting and
causes
a
the
and Lamar College at Beaumont, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Duncan
Anyone who has ever had an medical profession in the techni- ders, particularly pernicious ane- been sold since January 1,
of Murray route six.
said
attack of bursitis will appreciate cal journal, "Industrial medicine mia which was uniformly fatal county court clerk's office
Monday's complete record fol- Texas. He is the son of the
marklate R. S. Chandler, Sr and Mrs.
that. In recent years people .who and Surgery," on his successes. before it was discovered that the today; however this was a
lows:
ed decrease in sales in comparGerturde Chandler of Maurice41
B12
had no idea they had a bursa,
giving
of
vitamin
regular
- Census
into
He injects vitamin 812
ville, Texas. He is also the
65
have learned painfully that they muscle, in relatively large doses. to the victims renewed their. sem with one year ago.
Adult Beds
This includes 3,056 resident
granison of Mr. Snd Mrs. E. M
24
do, through attacks of bursitis. After one injection the pain health.
Emergency Beds
fishing licenses compared with
Entler of Haywood, Texas.
2
Why bursitis should be on the usually is gone within hours and
Patients Admitted
A Gopel Meeting is now in
Klemes said that 'In his long 3.439 by June 15, 1956. Exactly
Mrs. Chandler is the former
0
Patients Dismissed
Increase, no one knows.
generally there is no trace of series of cases, he had had only 340 resident hunting licenses had
Miss Leona Tucker, daughter progress at the 7th and .Poplar
0
Ned Citizens
Street Congregation of the Church
But too much unaccustomed bursitis within five days. For "te/o or three" failures. There been sold up to yesterday, but
Patients admitted from Friday of Mr. H. B. Tucker. She was
of Christ in Murray with Bro. exercise can inflame a bursa and severe cases involving deposits were no "side-effects"; his im- this was considerably lower than
By UNITED PRESS
am, to Monday 9:30 a.m.
11:30
Southwest Kentucky -- Cloudy.
James Parker Miller of Tampa, that causes the trouble. More of calcium in the bursa, he in- pression was that large doses last year's figure which read 621.
Mrs. Robert Coplen, Jr. Star
warrii and hutted today with
permits
Florida as the Evangelist.
and more city people exercise jects daily for 7 to 10 days and could be injected indefinitely
Other licenses and
Route, Mayfield; Mrs. Earnest
showers and thunderstorms, some
Mr
to. Miller, well known in little during the Week and play titen three times a week for two without danger. He Urged re- which game hunters have purCollins, Rt. 7, Benton; Mrs. Wilsevere. with gusts 60 miles per
as; and surrounding com- hard' over week-ends. This my or three weeks, then once or search into how vitamin B12 ac- chased from the clerk's office
lie Vaughn, Rt. 5. Murray: Mrs
hour Partly cloudy tonight and
munities for his ability as a have something to do with it. twice a week for two or three complished the wonder-work and include. 1,921 ten day non-resigirl,
and
baby
Robertson
Flavil
hursday, with scattered showminister of the Gospel, spoke Klemes' experiences were with weeks more.
"controlled study" to eliminate dent fishing permits; 711 non211 So 13th St. Murray; Mr.
ers and thunderstorms. High 85, Odie William Cole, Rt. 4, MurThe Business Guild of t h e last evening on "Christ, The the sacs or bursas under the
the chance that perhaps his pat- resident fishing licenses; 81 resiInsures Against Attacks
•
low tonight 70.
Christian Church will meet Good News." His topic of dis- shoulder joints muscles.
-tents would have responded to dent commercial and 11 nonray: Mr. Raymond Melton, So. First
parlow of the church to- cussion tonight will be "Christ
That sounds like a lot of in- something else—or without any- resident commercial fishing
Agony For Victim
10th St., Extended, Murray; Mrs. in the
'
eratures:
These are the bursas which jecting, but the result was that thing.
Some 5:30 a.m. teme
and His Relation To )sristians."
licenses.
Rd., night at 7:30.
Miller, Concord
Maggie
Mrs. Louise Jellison is proSong service is under the most frequently get inflamed, the 4posits disintegrated and
Louisville 67, Bowling Green 68. Murray: Mrs. Kelsie Calhoun and
He is medical director 'of the
The clerk's office also revealed
Paducah 76, Lexington 65, London baby boy, Golden Pond; Mrs. gram chairman Dr C. S. Low- direction of Josiah Darnall. Serv- and when they are inflamed it were absorbed into the body, Ideal Mutual Insurance Co. and that 28 junior hunting plus I
63 and Hopkinsville 76.
ery of Murray State College will ices nightly at 7:30 The public is agony for the victim to move which is an end result not pre- of the J. C. Penney Co., New non-resident hunting permits had
his arm—and impossible for him viously accomplished as easily. York.
Evansville, nd., 66.
be the guest speaker.
is cordially invited to attend.
been sold this year.
(Continued on Page Four)

Mayfloilver II Queen, Philip
Now At Port Will Visit In
United States
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Inured In Fall
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'Revival Ends
One Month

Texas Family To Arrive In,, Murray Soon: 1 ,1
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Mr. And Mrs. Wade
Back In Murray
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i Quick Results
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Westerns
•Hit TV

MAJOR LEAGUE

LEGAL MOVER FOR GIRARD

9.. •

WEDNItg

Cards Move Into Position'
With Longest Winning Streak

at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
Second Class Matter

the first triple play of the NI..
By ALINE MOSBY
By FRED DOWN
season in the third inning but
United Press Start Correspondent
United Press Sports Writer
HOLLY W 001.1 ti — naciulea
The St. Louis Cardinals' long- got five-hit pitching from B
UNITED
and six-shooters will bianket
est winning streak in five years Purkey to win their third
television next tall when Westtoday turned the National Lea- game over a contender.
erns take over the home screens.,
gue nice into a five-team don- Baker and Bill -Mazeroski
WEDNESDAY — ,JUNE 12, 1957
but towering Jim Artless, whose
nybrook that threatens to make thre9 hits each for the Pirates,
sgunsmoke" started the trend,
last year's three-team affair look who are "getting .into the act"
with seven victories in their laet
isn't worried.
like a tea party.
Since the CBS-TV flider series,
The Cardinals, who hadn't won 11 games.
File
Times
Ledger &
Bobby Thomson hit a grand.
plus Hugh O'Brian's "W yatt
seven straight games since AugL Pct, GB
ust, 1952, reached that total slam homer and Joe Adcock also
harp," became such successes, Cincinnati
31 21 .09d
Tuesday night when they cele- homered as the Braves connected
The City of Murray has purchased a new Buick auto- IV, ,like the movie inaustry, Milwaukee
29 20' .592
2
1
/
has clamped onto Westerns as Philadelphia
brated Stan Musial's record-ty- for 11 hits to ease Ray Crone's
mobile for use by the City Police Departnfent.4
28 2e .583 * 1
ing 822nd consecutive game with path to his third win. Gino Olin28 21 .571
2
/
11
The funeral of Terrell F. Stubblefield wai heldothis a sure-tire way to get aucuences. Brooklyn
show 'business produc- St. Louis
a 5-2 decision over the 1Phila- oh and Roy Campanella horaer27 21 .563
2
morning at the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home with Rey. Because
ers and sponsors are traditionally New York
delphia Phillies. That victory ed for the Dodgers who droriped
27
31
.404
10
,
Robert Jarman officiating.
trend followers, Earp, Dillon and
combined with Pittsburgh's 8-1 their, fourth in a row.
1.8 32 .360 12
Rev. Leon Criaer, formerly of Murray and now of other TV western stars will be Pittsburgh
win over Cincinnati and MilCnicago
14
30
.318
13
Shantz Rolls On
Memphis, Tennessee, has recently become a preacher of joined next tall by the biggest
waukee's 7-2 triumph over
Bobby Shantz won his sixth
servpreaching
morning
the
conduct
will
He
gospel.
the
stampede of sageorusia herota
Brooklyn means there are a
Yanks anc'
scant 33 percentage points sepa- straight game for the
ices at the High Hill Baptist Church of Puryear, Tennes- in 'IV history.
the opener
Series Bite Dust
rating the first and fifth-place seventh of the year in
,see this Sunday.
of the big three-game series with
teams in the N.L.
A record numoer of television Milwaukee 7 Brooklyn 2
The Fourth Annual North-South Basketball Game
the White Sox. Mickey Mantle
The world champion New York cracked his 10th homer to get
will be played tonight at the Carr itealth J3uilding at series bit the aust this spring New York 5 Chicago 1
downpour
the
Wilson
for
Secretary
St.
5
way
Louis
make
Philadelphia
to
2
iman
of
talk
quieted
Yankees
8:00 p.m., with both teams apparently in top condition
the Yankees off in front in the
of Westerns and private eye Pittsburgh 8 Cincinnati I
Attorney Farl J. Carroll in Washington
pending American League run- first inning and scored the winfor the high star cage classic.
after obtaining restraining order.
series, nearly double last year's
the
over
victory
3-2
away with a
ning run after doubling inlihe C
casualties, were axed, including
Chicago White Sox that cut the fifth. Bob Grim finished up'for
THE ATTORNEY who got the order In
"Private Secretary," "Id engai
losers' first-place margin to four Shantz, who weakened in the
Washington restraining authorities from
Lancers," "is()WIC s Ark," ana
games. The season's largest crowd eighth.
Milwaukee at Brooklyn, night
turning Army Specialist 3.,,C William S.
Hiram Holiday." •
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Secretary
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being
series
the new Western
Ruben Gomez pitched the New defeat. Roger Maris, Bob Avila
Charles E. Wilson and Army Secretary
filmed for fall release inclucie
York Giants to 5-1 victory over and Jim Began also homered for
"Wagon Train," "'rates of Wells
the Chicago Cubs in the other the Indians and Ted William.
Wilber Brucker. He is Earl J. Carroll,
Fargo," "Tales of 'texas Rangers," Milwaukee at Brooklyn
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Will 'travel."
7-6, and the Baltimore Orioles his first round-tripper of the
But Jim Arness, now rambling Cincinnati at Pittsburgh
defeated the Detroit Tigers, 4-1, year — sparked the surprising
through his new "Gurtsmolie
in other A. L. games. Washington Orioles to their third straight
series before the cameras .aS
at Kansas City was rained out.
win and ninth in 12 games.
California Studio, yawns that the
Murry Dickson turned in a Connie Johnson scattered eight
L Pct, GB
rush to hop on tne• bandwagon
seven-hitter for his third victory hits to chalk up his fifth triumph
is' "flattering" but not harming
behind a 15-hit St. Louis attack of the season.
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Kansas City
21 29 .420 12
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think
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series,
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Murray, Ky.: misgt. Shelley
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will be
was back with One Stop in Vaughn, and Lafferty, 16 stripers,
point uE quality, nothing can New York 3 Chicago 2
charge of Guide Service. • I am 3 wall eyes, up to 2 lbs., spoonhurt our shoes."
Cleveland 7 Boston 6
now happy to report that he plug.
"Gunsmoke" claims to ,b9, the Baltimore 4 Detroit 1
has been promoted and is in
beginning
original adult Western,
Washington at Kansas City, ppd., charge of all Duck operations.
Crofton, Ky.: Mr. and Mrs.
with its inception on radio. As
rain.
He is our new Dock Manager. E. H. Blakeley and Elton Adams,
Arness points out„"GunsmokeDick really has his boys on 45 striped bass, top 2 lbs., minis so adult 'we even have a
their toes and is out to give nows. Tommie Hurd, Earl Mitchlady of shady virtue as the
the best duck service on this ell 24 striped bass, top 11
2 lbs.,
/
heroine of the series."
lake.
minnows. Boyd Martin and party,
Its fans include everybody New York at Chicago, night
28 striped bass, top 21
2 lbs.,
/
Individual Catches
from children Lii such adult Washington at Kansas City, nigh
minnows.
Western fans as Dr. Frank Bax- Baltimore at Detroit
St. Louie, Mo. Dale Bolyard,
ter. the TV Shakespeare expert, Boston at Cleveland, night
32 crappie, 2 lbs., mintiows. :suss
who wrote Arness a fan letter
2
/
top 21
Lane and wife,
"just raving about the show."
lbs., spoonplug.
Thirty-year old, MinneapolisOverland, Mc James R. Green•
born Arness has a quick reason
well, limit, bass and blue gill.
New
York
Chicago
at
MRS. LUISA SCHOENHERR, proprietor of the "Sit and Knit" shop
authentic,
GENEVA, N. Y. —4P-- A fall
reasonably
why the
minnows and surf plug.
in Botha, N. T., puts up a "Closed" sign for the time beetng, the
'apple that ripens about two
grown-up "Gunsmoke" is such Washington at Kansas City, night
Beaver Dam, Kentucky Glendon
reason beeing that nobody wants to smut and knit" with that
Baltimore at Detroit
weeks ahead of the popular Mca success.
Stevens and Allen Sneed, 106
swarm of bees on the sidewalk outside. She put up the sign after
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spoonplug.
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2
/
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top
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(International BOW ad photo)
k
the bees had been there two days.
that variety and Early McIntosh,
of a six-shooter," he says.
Evansville, Indiana John Drake.
has been introduced by the New'
4 L M Bass, top 5 lbs, 4 ks
York State experiment station
Hula popper.
here.
Greenville, Ky.: Billy Morns,
By United Press
and Tummy
Hearald,
Charles
The new apple has been named
LEICES i EH, brigland: Randy
2 lbs., "Barry" in honor of Patrick
1
45 striper, 1 to 1 /
Turpin, 1724, England, outpoint- Malone,
L. Dukes, 12 cat, Barry mid his son, William, of
1966 PONTIAC four-door, two-ton& With radio
ed Arthur Howaru, 1131
2, Eng- minnows. John
/
worms.
the once-famous Elwanger and
land (15, retained light heavy- I to 3 lbs.,
heater.
IRussellville, Ky.: J. W. Mur- Barry Nursery at Rochester, N.
weight Wier.
ray, and John Hite, 18 L NI Y. It was developed from a cross
2 hi 4'2 his, poppers. made in 1923 between McIntosh
/
1955 FORD two-door, Fairlane, radio and heater.
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A. Templeton, and Cox variety of very high
152, Middlesex, N. J.. stopped Cecil Herndon, C.
bass, top 2 lbs., spoon- quality but little known in the
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United Press Staff Correspondent (10).
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/
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Adderson Clark, 14
low mileage.
The Barry is rated high as a
TOKYO ite - Japan. is striving
2 lbs., bombers.
/
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and consciously to beHOUSTON, Tex.: Roy Harris, to 41
Peel,
Hopkinsville, Ky.: Mrs.
emended as a home garden
come the spokesman for- Asia 190, Cut and Shoot, 'Sex., out1955 CHEVR▪ OLET, 210, two-door, radio and he;
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in world councils.
er. Anyone would like this one!
Orleans, La (lue
bass, minnows. Cy Williamson,
Its leader have avoided direct
Jr., 3 lbs to 5 lbs., 2 L M Bass.
expression of 'This aim in words.
19153'PONTIAC four-door, radio and heater.
LIFT FUEL- RESTRICTIONS
lula-gssiee•r Doug Brame and
But they have hinted at it repeatedly.
•k^c,'
Prime Minister Nobusuke Kishi
1953'CHEVROLET, Bel - Air, two - door, straight
Thie governLONDON
indicated this on Wednesday, the ment has lifted a 10 per cent
- drive, two-tone, radio and heater.
Dusk
..
Steil
6:45
..
Open
day after he returned to Tokyo restriction on Wel oil deliveries
— TWO
from a quick tour of six Asian imposed during the Suez crisis.
ecountries — the first made by 'she Ministry of Power sato
1952 DODGE four-door, a nice car at a low price.
lIONITE
any Japanese premier to. at least "the government are satisfieu
four of the rumens either tftfore
that there • are adequate fuel
•
*FIRST RUN MURRAY*
1951 FORD four-door, radio, heater, overdrive.
or after the war.
oil supplies both to meet current
"I have formed an idea of demand and to build up stocks .
the thinking of Asia's leaders,"
1949 CHEVROLET two-door, radio and heater.
lor the next winter."
Kishi told a news conference:
"What we discussed ,will contrierriswean
One good used JEEP.
bute, • I believe, to my talks —most of them newly born and
with American leaders in .the caught in a morass of problems
of newly-won inaepenuence.
United Statee this month."
No. 759
Japan is the uniy really inWhether the other countries
of Asia like this developmept dustrialized nation in this section
is another question. Some, like 01 the world. Its people are
The Philipines and Burma, are ,energetic, ambitious and skilled
!deal for the student in the family
THOMAS JONES
- J. 8.
still deeply suspicious of Japanese in handicrafts. Their literacy rate
Motes homework more attractive
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the
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motives, fearing a
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World.
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world war militarism.
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height,
desk
Americans
tear
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way
Korea, are openly hostile. Still
steel, green or gray.
others. like 'fhailand. Ceylon Japan will becoMe'anti-Atiterican.
and. Pakistan, apparently du not That differences will develok as
Japan struggles free of Inc cocoon
j
mind.
But even if they objected, there ul American care which wrapappears to be little they can ped it after the war., seems
AN ALMMIAN rebel and his 14-year-old son, both members of the
SEE YOU TONITE?
do to stop Japan from regaining obvious. But the conserisus is
30,000-mes Algerian "aemy of liberation," pause for NI3C-TV
a position in tbe .front rank that Japan will not turn anticameraman in the Atlaa mountains, iin(crnulitnau at/seep/Me)
. I,
of the struggling nations of Asia American.
SUBSCRIFTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per *reek 20e. Per
1110*.h BSc. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year $3.50; elsemere, 35.50.
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FALLOUT'S EVIL ALREADY IN US, THEY SAY

Animals Learn By:Observing

PAM THREE

U.S. Air Weather
Service Is 20

quarters, ground posts and seven
reconnaissance squadrons.

_

Tests conducted by manufacturers of wooden lead pencils
;disclose that the average seveninch lead pencil will draw a
Continuous line more than 35
miles long.
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By DELOS SMITH
on their own went purposefully
United Press Science Editor
to the well whose lid was open.
— A
WASII.INGTON —
NEW YORK OP — Formal
They weren't engaged in trial- weather reconnaissance flight is
science is edging into agreement and-error but knew that a glow- a back -wearying, 15-hour„ 13,700
with all the quite unscientific ing light was the "cue" to avail- mile grind for the 10-man crews
people who believe dogs, cats. able water. All this is a greatly of the A.ir ,Force's Air Weatheihorses, and other animals can simplified description of complex Service. celebrating its 20th anlearn to do things by watching procedures designed to control niversary in July.
their fellows do them.
In the nose of a speciallyall "variables" and so produce
Much scientglc experimentation results which would be scienti- modified B-0 a weather _obserup to inter indicated animals fically unquestionable.
ver hunches over a radar set
learned, roily by trial and errar.
In his report to the American whose monotonous bleeps reThese experiments failed to pro- Psychological Assn. Church point- port pressure areas, cloud formduce any proof that animals ed out that if a rat which has ations and storms.
could also learn by observing.
Every few hundred miles a
learned to follow a leader also
For that reason the, experi- learns the meaning of the "cues" dropsonde is tossed out. This
ments of Russell M. Church of to which the leader responds, is an instrument-packed, paraBrown University have must in- it has learned by observing, If chute-borne packet that radios
terest, since they produced proof another rat learns to follow the back to the plane the temperathat laboratory rats, at least, second rat, it also learns the ture, humidity, and air pressure
transmit "learned behavior" .from "cues."
at various altitudes as it deone to others.
"In this case, behavior learned scends.
Church felt his results "en- by an original leader would
The seven Air Force weather
courage speculation about the have been' transmitted -. through reconnaissance squadrons spotpossibility of a non-purposive two generations,' " he said. "Al- ted around the globe fly 35,000
transmission of culture among though the necessary conclition miles a day, mostly over water,
animals." He granted laboratory of following behavior has been gathering weather data where
rats were not animals living demonstrated in certain animal ground observation posts ,can't
naturally in natural settings.
species, experiments In field sit- operate.
Constructs Mate
Every Three Hours
uations have not yet been perFOUR GENETICISTS stand at blackboard in Washington, where they testified before the congres3
1
he
• „Nevertheless, he thought
sional joint atomic radiatian subcommittee that fallout from nuclear weapons tests so far in'Information gathered on the
formed to determine whether
had uncovered "a mechanism transmission of learned behaviek long flights, and from ground
evitably will take a toll in disease, deformity and shortened life spans in the next and future generathrough which social transmission occurs in nature."
tions. They are (from left) Dr. H. Bentley Glass, Johns Hopkins urilversity; Dr. A. H. Sturtevant,
posts, is broadcast by the Air
of behavior could readily occurs.".
California Institute of Technology; Dr. Herman J. Muller, Indiana university; Dr. James F. Crow,
Force' every three hours. Elec(fnternattoaal Sound photo)
Human beings have such "mechaUniversity of Wisconsin.
tronic brains digest the data and
nisms." Unscientific observers of
print charts showing probable
a,nimals , believe animals have
pressure patterns for the next
aboard she , can carry 100 or flight deck...
they could never
24 hours .
slightly more.
A total of 115,232,295 pounds them although
ackstairs
AWS weather forecasts are viThe
The President saw take - offs of steel went into,her construction prove it scientifically.
In outcline, Church's experifrom four steam catapults and ...she has 2,000 telephones
"Tourists Wel- tal to civilian air and ship lines
the
out
put
has
ments went this way. He had
also the more conventional run- aboard...
hitehouse
come" sign, with, live volcanos, as well as to the military serin the shape
ning take-off irom about hell,
And the Saratoga, according a maze constructed
modern vices.
and
beauty
tropical
"T." At the ends
One Air Force reconnoissance
the length of the deck.
to Navy researchers, has 8,958 of the letter,
plumbing as featured attractions.
mans, were water
T's
the
of
coat-hangers aboard.
This last frontier of the South squadron based at Bermuda is
By MERRIMAN SMITH
During the take-off operation,
wells installed at floor level,
Pacific has rebuilt its war-dts- nicknamed "The Hurricane Hunta lid which could
four jets were fired into the
Defense Secretary Charles E. each with
Lnited Press White House Writer
troyed communities and now in er." Another at Guam is known
button
push
by
closed
the
steam
or
from
cataforward
air
lifted
Wilson, who was aboard with be
WASHINGTON V — Backvites travellers to enjoy its weird as "The Typhoon Chaser." In
entrances
the
At
within
of
few
distance.
a
pults
seconds
the President, reflected the cur- from a
stairs at the White House (Seascenery, fish its waters and re- the spring, flights in the North
which
lights
were
an
arms
each other. The President,
rent government economy moves to the
bde Division):
lax amongst its hospitable peo- Atlantic are on the lookout for
old Army man himself, was deep- in his 'questions concerning the could be turned on or off.
icebergs.
ples
introduced
were
President Eisennower, in a brief ly impressed. He turned to an Navy's big surface - to - surface 4rThirsty rats
Other AWS squadrons are
of
foot
the
into the maze at
cruise aboard the Navy's largest admiral standing at his elbow guided :missile, the Regulus.
Modern hotels have been built based at Burtonwood, England;
they
and error,
at such hieLorical spots as Lac, Yokota AFB. Japan; Hickam Afighting ship, the 600.000-ton sup- and .exclaimed, "man, look at
Wilson was told in response the T. By trial
if they turned into Guadalcanal. Rabaul.
Madang FB. Hawaii; Eielson AFB, Alaska;
er-carrier Saratoga. saw a numb- those fellows go."
to his pointed inquiry that the learned that
the T in which a and Port Moresby. Qantas links and McClellan AFB, Calif.
"er of spectacular demonstrationS
Regulus' could be rescue from the arm of
The Navy, as does virtually 5.1 to 75 times. It is flown by light glowed, the well's lid would the area with regular scheduled
When the old Army Air Corps
of aerial offense and defense.
But the thing that impressd every other, government agency, remote con!rol as a target drone be up and they could drink.
air and flying boat service, and took over the 40 Signal Corps
These rats became "leaders." the beer is served ice cold every- weather Service in 1937, the
hirp most, according to the offi- delights in making an impressive for fleet gunners and fighter
and AWS was composed of six ofcers who were with faun for case for itself by citing almost pilots. It can be flqwn to and One by one, they were returned where in these Australian
heurs on the flag bridge, was unbelievable statistics in volume. from a land base without dam- to the maze in the company of British-governed islands.
ficers and 180 enlisted men.
Here are some of the more age.
untrained rats. It is well known
tIW speed and ease with which
Today the AWS has 12.000
The grandsons of cannibals men in its Washington headlearn to follow
big jets bombers and fighters breath-taking items about the
This was not the case last that rats readily
is no proof deftly serve the lobster mornay.
took off and landed. The Chief Saratoga:
week. The secretary was said leaders, but there
Her extreme width is 252 to have winced when Fury jet they learn anything by doing off white linen hotel cloths and
Executive frequently remarked
.Qantas stewards poure tea from
to the men around him that he feet, wide enough to set two fighters from the Saratoga blast- so.
a silver service while flying over
Removes Leaders
was amazed by the smoothness of the largest liners in the ed a Regulus into the sea with
American merchant fleet — the their Sidewinder rockets.
After the untrained rats had the rustting, bombed out hulks of
of the operation.
water, Japan's navy at Buin. • Buka.
The Saratoga. during the Pres- SS United States and the SS
The Sidewinder, as the Presi- followed the leaders to
and
ident's cruise, had 81 planes America — side-by-side on her dent saw, is a devilish contrap- the leaders were removed. The Thischhafen. Bougainville
quite "The Slot."
tion. This misile homes on the untrained rats then and
FREE Pick-up • Delivery
infra red rays emitted from
"boys" drive
, Cotton-skirted
Free Moth Proofing
the intensely hot tail exhaust
,and
feet
shiny new taxis in beer.
Alteration Sol-vice
of a jet-operated aircraft or
in'dial telephones have been
missile and frequently destroys
stalled in Rabuaul. Lae and Port
WATERFIELD
WAXTER
its - target by slamming right
Moresby. Tipping is considered
owner
up the tail pipe of its target
improper everywhere in the isand exploding inside the quarry.
Ph. 430
1411 Olive Blvd.
lands, and the natives in this
Utopia conskier work an adventure.
-",•••••

New Guinea Makes
Bid For Tourists

At

.

A

SILVER

LINING

CLINTON. Mich. 8P — The
Clinton Machine Co., distributed
1,700 pounds of silver to its
employes as part of its profitsharing plan. The distribution
amounted to $49,000 in silver
dollars.

DRUMSTICK CONFERENCE

HOUSE MINORITY LEADER Joe Martin and President 1r,isenhower
dig into box lunch tried chicken during the President's luncheon
I Internal Iona! Soundpho(o)
visit to the Capitol.
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See actual road-test proof!

DODGE TRUCKS most
powerful of low-priced 3
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COLLEGE
CLEANERS

Lost Bride, 15
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Satellites- To Cross
South Africa First

Is Your Letterhead
Worthy Of Your
Business?
Your customets and prospects
see your letterhead before they
read your letter. Let us design
a letterhead that will make this
first impression favorable.
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PHONE 55
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the CHURCH Of CHRIST
7th & POPLAR-

Invites You To Hear

JOHANNESBURG, — IlPI —
Earth's first artificial satellites
to be launched into space will
cross South Africa first during
their primary orbits. Final preparations for a three point nonstop observation scheme are being made.
Dr. Karl Henize, of the Smithsonian ,ANttrophysical Observatory, Washington, D. C., has arrived here for final talks with
'the nation's top astronomers.
He leads a three-man team responsible for the world-wide
*
observation system.
The satellites, to be launched
during the GeOphysilcal Year
starting next July, are small alumidum spheres containing research instruments. They will
be fired from Patrick Air Base
in Florida and circle at 200 to
1,500 miles above the earth.
The orbs must be watched
accurately.
and
continuously
Three methdds(of observation
will be used at the posts at
Pretoria, Johannesburg and Cape
Town.
In other countries, special radio
stations will receive the satellites' signals as they cross overhead, and their acquit course will
be traced by stationary camera
=RS.

Dodge matches reserve power against truck "C"
and truck "F" in this test for safer passing ability.
All three are comparably equipped and loaded
with 1000 Ibm. A skilled test driver is behind each
wheel. Here's the flag, they're off!

Active Volcano
• Horse racing, cricket and foot.ball are the major sports, and
the social activities center around
the golf clubs whose greens are
equal to those anywhere.

HONEYMOON of Alabama's Ku
Klux Klan grand dragon, Baptist Minister Alvin Horn
(above), was ruined when the
cops took away his 15-year-old
bride. Barbara E. Richardson.
and sent her home to the folks.
She had been missing for •
week. Reverend Horn said .hi
told him shs was 20. He te
45. 'has six children between
ages 12 and 21. Unternatios•V

c‘f _Sec
"FLYING ANTS"
WATCH OUT FOR COSILY

The scenery is Hawaiian-type
TERMITE DAMAGE'
with perpetual greenery, hibiscus,
flowers.
house
hot
orchids and
The peaks on the major islands
range between 8,000 and 8.000 Call TERMINIX — World's
feet, and Mt. Bagana on BougainLargest Termite Control
ville is the world's most active
Organization
passes
vokano. Seldom a day
All Work and Service
and
that molten lava, boulders
Performed B;
steam are not seen erupting from
its cone.
OHIO VALLEY TERMINIX
Sandy beaches, private pools
CORP.
and cocopalm atolls are every-where. Luggers move amongst P.O. Box 84
Paducah, Ky.
the copra from *the plantations
Phone 3-2934 or 3-6696
and returning with supplies. The
or
latest model cars line the streets Local Customers
of the towns, but out in, the Contact direct or for Re(erencs
Work
call
of
Performance
of
jeep is still king.
And perhaps nowhere in the
MURRAY LUMBER CO.
Phone 262
world is it possible to enjoy a
Murray, Ky.
vacation as cheaply as New
Guinea. Accommodations with
five meals a day included cost
about five dollars, with other serThis man can give you
vices in proportion. .With the
dependable
New
itictor,
welcome mat an .14
Guinea now hopes le. be the
delivery of
world's must exciting area tor the
tourist.
• off-the-beaten-track
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'
Dodge takes an early lead and at 30 m.p.h, is
widening the gap. Truck "C" and truck "F" are
straining to deliver their peak performance. But
that Dodge 204-hp. V-8 keeps gaining easily. Its
added power means less wear, fewer repaira, too.
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Hi, Grandpop!
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Housewives, businessmen,
teochers, arid students oll over
the world read and enjoy this
international newspaper, published doily in Boston. Worldfamous for constructive news
stores and penetrofing edittielols
Spec,o1 features for the whole
fermly.
Th. Chrorron Science Monitor
Ono Norway St , Boston 15, moss.
Send your neswoorwr 10, the t.rno
checked Enclosed Irnd my check or
money order.
1 year $16 0

6 months $111

3

3 months $4 0

James P. Miller/
7:30 FAA Night

JUNE
916.°
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•Your Dodge truck dealer has proof tha;
Dodge leads in many ways. Come in ...
see other certified test-photo sequences...
and take a demonstration ride!

DODGE
powerGatmts

Na.,.

In the arms of Nurse Addle Day, little Caton Truman Daniel appeal- to S•vicr. Li Is. gi,..ting
to his grandparents, former President and Mrs. Harry S. Truman (right) in Doctors Hospital,
New York City, where the Trumans' first grandchild was born Wednesday t4 their daughter,
Margaret, and Clifton Daniel. The proud Dad himself took the photo. (International, Soundphoto)

In just one quarter mile Dodge is five lengths
ahead of truck "C", seven lengths out front of
truck "F". And this is but one of fl complete series
of actual road tests that prove Dodge the outateanding value of the low-priced three.

Address
Zone

Stot.

MOST POWER OF THE LOW-PRICED 3

AA,

•mil•••
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Weddings

WEDNI

Locals

Club News

Activities'

Jo Burlieen, Editor.
... Phone 694-M-4 or 763-J
-NNW-

Miss Janice Parker Becomes The Bride Of Initiation Is Held
At Eastern Star
Jimmy Allbritten In Lovely Ceremony
Meet On Saturday
Miss Janice Parker, daughter couple left for a wedding trip
o-tuip-ier No.
Murray
of Mr. and Mrs. Dumas Parker with the *bride wearing a light

433
Order of .the Eastern Star held
brown diess with matching dusta call meeting at the Masonic
er anti pink accessories. Her
. Hall on Saturday, June 8, at
corsage was a white orchid.
seven-thirty o'clock in the evenMrs. Allbritten is a graduate ' telt.
of New Concord High School
An initiation was held with the
in the class of 1956 and is ow Ngrees of the order being conemployed by the Southern Bell ferred upon Mrs. Urbana KoenTelephone Company.. Mr. Allbrit- en, Mrs. Elaine Clubb, and Deaten graduated from New Con- con Clubb.
cord High School in the class
Buel Stalls, worthy patron,
of 1955 and is now employed by gave the impressive obligation
the Airlene Gas Company.
assisted by Mrs. Jean Weeks,
Mr. and Mrs. Allbritten are past worthy matron and mother
now residing at their apartment of Mrs. Club. They were assisted
at 106 South Tenth Street, Mur- by other officers of the chapter.
ray.
Protem officers serving were
•• • *
Mrs. Mildred Bell, associate conductress,
and
Mrs.
Frances
Churchill
Following the -Close of the
chapter a social hour was held.
*,• • •
The members and their families of St. John's Episcopal
Church honored their minister,
Rev. Frank Cayce, Mrs. Cayce,
and family with a picnic supper
The City Park was the scene
on the back lawn of the church
of the picnic held by the memon Thursday evening, June 6.
bers of St. Leo's Catholic Church
Rev. Cayce and family are
on Thursday, June 6, at sixleaving soon for Memphis; Tenn.,
thirty o'clock in the evening.
to reside. He was presented a
A delicious picnic supper. was
token of appreciation from the
served after which a social hour
members with Col. Wayne Pickwas enjoyed by the members
Billy Allbritten served as best ets making the
presentation.
and their families.
man for his brother.
sass
• • ••
The bride's mother chose to
Keep in mind that food stains
KHAN'S SON TO MARRY
wear for the wedding a pure
will come out of table linens
silk navy dress trimmed in white
GENEVA, Switzerland ar — more easily, if you "spot clean"
with white accessories. Mrs. All- The younger son of the Aga with soap or detergent suds bebritten wore an orchid dress Khan, Saduruddin, will be mar- fore the stains "set." The prewith black accessories. They each ried in a Geneva suburb July treatment before immersing the
wore a corsage of white roses.
15 to former British model Nina linens will shorten warning time
Following the ceremony t h e Dyer.
too.

of Murray Route Five, became
She bride of Jimmy Allbritten,
'son. of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Allbritten of Hazel Route Two, on
Sunday, May 19, at four o'clock
in .the afternoon.
Rev. L. D. Wilson read the
double ring ceremony in the
lovely home of the bride's sister,
Mrs. Jimmie Rickman, on the
Benton Road. The vows were
read in front of the fireplace
which was beautifully decorated
with
arrangements
of
white
gladioli and peonies with a background of greenery flanked by
the burning white tapers.
The bride, given in marriage
by her brother, Edwin Parker,
wore a lovely white street length
dress of cotton satin embroidery
with a white lace hat and mitts.
She carried a white orchid surrounded by lilies of the valley
and white satin streamers placed
on a white Bible.
Mrs. Rickman was the matron
of honor and the bride's only
attendant. She was attired in a
pale blue polished cotton with
white accessories and a corsage
of pink rosebuds.

Rev. Frank Cayce
oup
. red At P•
Picnic
•

St. Leo's Church
Has Family Social

Summon Union Chiefs In Road Probe

SUMMOWD by the Senate roads subcommittee,
rrenters' Union chiefs gather
in Washington under the leadership of Maurice A. Hutcheson (left), avion
president With Hutcheson in the group are (I. to r.) 0. William Blaier, gleepresident; Alex Campbell, attorney, and Frank Chapman, vice-president and
treasurer. The subcommittee will question the group on high profits in Indiana
highway building deals.
(International Soundphoto)
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Wednesday, June 12 ,
Circle V of the WMS of the
First Baptist Church will meet
at the Mission ,at 'two - thirty
o'clock.
••••
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will have a call meeting for an
initiation at the Masonic Hall
at six-thirty o'clock.
see.
The Arts and Crafts Club will
have a covered dish lunch with
Mrs. Ronald Churchill at her
cottage on Kentucky Lake. All
members are urged to attend.
•• ••
Thursday, June 13
The South Murray Homemakers will meet with Mrs. Walter
Miller, near New Concord at
nine o'clock. The meeting is for
the purpose of working on their
trays. Pot luck lunch will be
served at the noon hour.
•• ••
"
Friday, June 14
The North Murray Homemakers Club will meet at the City
Park at ten-thirty o'clock.
* •••
Saturday, June 15
Manufacturing
Mc I Murray
Wived Family Club will hold a
pia* at the Murray House at
six o'clock.
•• ••
TUESDAY, JUNE 18th
Circle No. 3 of the Vir.S.C.S.
of the First • Methodist Church
will meet in the home of Mrs.
D. L. Divelbiss at 1111 Sycamore
Street at two-thirty o'clock.
••••

Women, Pepper Will
Discourage Attacker
BUFFALO, N. Y. —1St— A
German-born grandmother offers
this time-tested continentSil discouragement for Would-be atackers of women—always carry
a small can of pepper.
Mrs. Carl G. Ahler said European women a generation ago
never left home alone unless
armed with pepper for self- defense.
"Hurl pepper into the attacker's eyes," she recommended. "It
will smart terribly. His first
reaction will be to rub his That
will make the burning sensation
even worse. You'll have time to
run away.
'Or take a bunCh if keys and
scratch him up."
The 60-year-old native of Koblenz Germany, resides in suburban Cheektowaga where numerous attacks on women were
reported rticently.
"This series of attacks is the
worst in the 30 years I have
lived here,' she said.
The important thing to remember, Mrs Ahlert added, is to
carry a small can of pepper in
the hands ready to use whenever a person is walking on the
street—especially at night.
"There may not be time to
get it out of your handbag or
pocket," she said. "With a little
practice you can learn to open
the can with the thumb of the
hand with which your are carrying it."
To . mend a tear in lace curtains, use waxed paper as background, then stitch on machine.
Paper can be removed, leaving
stitching to hold the tear.
-

Mrs. Bobby Johnson
Hostess For West
Fork WMS Meeting

Film Sho

BUCHANAN NEWS QUEEN —

(Continued from Front Page)
Mrs. Eugene Cherry and children spent last week with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs, Gilbert
Sanders; Mrs. William Cherry
and children spent the week
with Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Sanders. Mr, Chlinny and MIS- teherry
were attending an agriculture
meeting at Louisville, Kentucky.
Mr. and Mrs. Galon Hutson
and son, Pat are home from
Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Alton
spent Thursday night with Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Alton and

NO'. explanotion for the delay
By RON BURTON
was offered here, but a disUnited Press Staff Correspondent
patch from London said Monday's
HOLLYWOOD — 01 — Right
Canadian election upset was causnow Dee J. Thompson, as they
ing the Qbeen's Ameriaan visit
say in the niovie business, is one
schedule to be re-studied.
of the biggest things in HollyThere was a possibility that
wood. They're right, too, about
new Canadian elections would,
her—all five feet, 11 inches of
he necessary this fall, as the
her.
conservative government will not
Audiences will be seeing her
have a majority in Parliament.
in CinemaScope, and she antiIf this occurs, the Queen's visit
cipates a flood ef remarks about
may be delayed or advanced to
her size and the large screen proavoid her presence in Ottawa
tess. However, she's quite a leadduring a political campaign, the
ing lady and is envied by many
Miss Jeraldine Cannady has report said.
an actress. In addition, she's also
gotten over being sensitive about been a patient at the Murray
Hospital. We hope she will soon from the Pans hospital, where
her height.
he received treatment.
Miss •Thonnfiton said being set be able to return home.
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Sanders..
Ben Grubbs has returned home
apart'
1,frs,mi.,itithers by physical
and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Alton
characrii.
s is really no fun.
and Janice visited Mrs. Tom
She on
was very sensitive
Vaughn, Sunday afternoon.
about h
ability to reach many
Miss Sharon McClure is visitceilings.
ing relatives in Murray.
-It turned me into'what I
call a 'schlump,' " she said. "I
liecame the kind of person who
thinks she can fool people by
• • ••
walking around in a stoop
All I succeeded in doing was the
obvious—attracting more attenMr. and Mrs. Charles Jerrotis tion than I would have ordin- 'WASHINGTON fir —The Army
&elites, 907 Vine Street, announce arily."
announced today that it has
the birth of a son, Johnathan
successfully developed a missile
Stage Break
Bruce, weighing seven pounds
She got her break when a es/44We a efeLstchng against low
91
/
2 ounces, born on Tuesday, New York stage producer want. lying attacking aircraft.
May 28, at the Murray Hospital. ed someone with her height who
The missile, known as the
•••
had to stand erect as possible. Hawk, will fill a gap in present
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Stevenson There were no other takers for defense systems. Existing misof Princeton visited here Sunday the part who could meet the al- siles guard againts high-flying
With Mrs. Stevenson's sister, Mrs. titude minimum.
attackers but have failed against
J. R. McNutt and family.
The stage part led her into TV planes flying at low altitudes.
• • ••
%which in turn led her into mo The failure resulted from interMr. and Mrs. Homer Brown tion pictures and assignments ference to standard radar operaand daughter visited in Murray like her present one in Univer- tions.
over the weekend as guests of sal-International's "The
Lady
The Army disclosed it already
Mr. anci Mrs. Charles Hale and Takes a Flyer." She plays office has started action in the New
supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. manager for six-foot, four-inch York and Washington - BaltiJ. R. McNutt, Mrs. Brown is a Jeff Chandler, who operates a more areas to get sites needed
neice of Mrs. McNTitt's.
plant ferrying service in the for the new Hawk system. It
••••
film.
said each battery will require
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy McCray
"I like the part,' and I,like about 40 acres for emplaceand son, Charles of Memphis, the story," she said. "Also, I ment.
Tenn., spent the weekend in like Jeff Chandler, because he's
To cut down on land-holding
Murray with Mr. and Mrs. Har- one of the few men I can look requirements and in the interest
ry Utterback of 1100 Poplar up to."
of safety, the Army said, the
Street.
Her wardrobe will be worth missiles will be stored under
sea.
paying attention to since she has ground.
and son, Stevie, Mr. a n d a special office dress designed for
Mrs. Charlie Lassiter and son, her by fashion expert Don Loper.
Jerry spent the weekend in St. She really does work for Loper
Louis. While there they visited when not acting and has a semithe zoo.
secretarial position. Many Loper
55.5
customers consider her his asMiss Jane Shell, daughter of sistant.
Mrs. R. A. Shell left last week
to accept a position as secretary
with a large firm in Philadel1
phia, Pa. Miss Shell is staying
in the home of her brother and
(Continued from 'Front Page)
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Shell.
••••
Atlas, but informed sources here .
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Phelps
and in Washington said flatly
and daughter, Janet Lynn, are
it was.
visiting her parents, Mr. and
There was no explanation of
Mrs. R. M. Miller, North Sevenwhat caused the missile to exteenth Street, and other relatives
plode — whether it was exploded
in Mayfield. The Phelps family
by remote control, or whether
ig now residing in Covington.
something uncontrollable occurrTenn., where he is the band
ed.
director. They formerly lived in
It was the Air Force's first
Tunica, Miss.
big test of the Atlas, the United
•• •
States' most advanced type of
Mrs. Jean Weeks left Sunday ballistic weapon.
by plane for Los Angeles, Calif.,
The projectile is designed to
where she will enter the school carry an atomic or hydrogen
for advanced training in cosme- warhead 5,500 miles — greater
tology.
than the distance from New
••••
York to Moscow — at speeds
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Fairchild of 15.000 miles an hour.
HOW TO MAKE DAD
The missile's trajectory is reand children of Lone Oak and
POP WITH PRIDE!
Mrs. Roger Bryan of Livonia, ported to carry it to a height
Mich., were the guests Saturday of 800 to 1,500 miles.
We've got the gifts for the Dad in your life... fasof Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp.
hion-right wearables that compliment his taste...
Mrs. W. S. Johnston returned to
and yews!
Murray after living in Michigan
for the past year with h e r
(Continued from Front Pagel
daughter, Mrs. Bryan, and is
now making her home with her Cuthpert St. John, Box 215,
Hazel; Mrs? Euel Kirks and baby
daughter, Mrs. Klapp.
girl, 308 No. 4th St., Murray;
ass.
Mrs. Eugene Nance and baby
To keep mildew from leather boy, Rt. 4, Murray; Mrs. Ermon
shoes and luggage, polish them Lature, Box 213, College Station,
well. During humid weather, you Murray; Mrs. Chester Kendall,
So. 2nd St., Murray; Mr. Roley
may want to place them on a C. McIntosh, Box 452, Murray;
high shelf rather than near the Mrs. Jimmy Lamb, Rt. 3, Purand
closet floor.
year, Tenn.

Mrs. Bobby Johnson opened
her home at Stella for the meeting of the Woman's Missionary'
Society of the West Fork Baptish
Church held on Thursday, June
6, at seven o'clock in the evening.
-The Fountain of Youth" was
the theme of the Royal Service
program presented with Mrs. J.
R. Story in charge. The devotion
from Mark 10:21 and Luke 15:19
was given by Mrs. Joe Edd Eledd.
Others taking part in the program were Miss Maxine Horton,
Mrs. Richard Armstrong, Mrs.
Leota
Norsworthy, and
Mrs.
Johnson,
The president, Mrs. Armstrong,
presided at the meeting. Mrs.
Estelle Ezell and Mrs. Festus
Story took part in the discussion.
Plans were made to send a box
to the Orphans Home.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess to the eight persons
present.

New Missile
Developed
By The Army

PERSONALS

HYDE PARK

SUITS

FLORSHEIM
FREEMAN

SHOES
Interwoven SOCKS
* ,„,1Manhatten & Enro

SHIRTS
DOBB'S HATS

Romano expounds love for American jam On
wall is picture of his father as Italian dictator.

MEN'S
SOCKS
regular 49c

I

3 FOR $1

MEN'S
PAJAMAS
regular
$2.98

$ 1 98

Swank JEWELRY

Better Grade

SPORT SHIRTS
regular
$2.98

cGregor Sportswear

$198

di&
.

Pioneer

Mother Rachel, (left) and sister Edda.
Bottum° looks real cool In this jam seaslon.
,YOU DON'T hear a lot about the Mussolini family In Italy pnymore, and this psiCstd'rial report on Ro;
mano, son of the late dictator, Ii Duce, may indicate whyf No politics, it seems. Romano makes a
living in the wood business, and as a sideline he goes In for American popular music. He plays in a
small band for concerts in public parks and community gatherings. He'd like to visit the U. S.,
111L....; I jiliVe_ WitVtWith rAy,..928,acneleALaatl Abe la getting

04.1222vlernationali4
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GOEBEL ROBERTS

group of associates who will miss
him is his belo446,gospel singing
friends. A great iover of gospel
songs himself, he found great
enjoyment in attending and parsingings
group
in
ticipating
throughout western Kentucky and
Tennessee.

William Goebel Roberts, son of
Emmett and Alice Futrell Roberts, was born February 4, 1900,
and died June 1, 1957, living his
entire fifty-seven years in CallHe was a kind father, a faithoway County, his home which
ful companion, and a good neighhe loved so much.
word for one day, minimum et 17 words for the — So per word fee three days. CIMIIMn00 side are payable In advance.
During early manhood, he was bor, and will be greatly missed
converted and united with the by all who knew him. He needs
Flint Baptisi Church where, at no eulogies—nor would tie want
CARD OF THANKS
phone 48, 1447 or 453. Junel3C
faithful any—to proclaim his life's sets'We wish to extend our thanks his death, he was their
deacon and past ices. His sudden death, though a
and humble appreciation to our song leader and
24 ACRE FARM. livable house,
School superintendent shuck to family and friends,
many friends and neighbors for Sunday
approximately 1 mile from Murcorresponds with his way of life;
CHEVROLET, 1955 V8 2 door, ray, about 3110 yards off black- BABYS 6 weeks, 2 years, to keep the many acts of kindness, of and teadher.
as
Ky. license. Phone 1142 of 1821. top, on good road. Bargain price in my home, 105 N. 10th St. Ex- sympathy and beautiful flowers,
On September 2, 1922, he was for he slipped away quietly
one who was goingt home, and
with children.
Four
perienced
Junes.
to
Jessie
married
dear
our
of
,death
in
the
sudden
located
fIC $4,000. GOOD HOUSE,
so he was. The Lord needed his
Junel4P
husband and father, Goebel Rob- childien were born into this
near Murray College, on 18th
p and called him to
listens to a word from his father,
FOR TOBACCO HAIL insurance, St. Owner leaving Murray and
home; one daughter, Mrs. Macon fellowshi
erts.
EDWARD G. ROBINSON, it.,
WAR 11 vvt, high school
in court in Las Angeles as he conIik.,
Robirimas,see Claude Miller. Phone 758 and will sell at a sacrifice price. WORLD
'
three sons, Thomas, Himself. His will be done. Now
and
Rickman,
G.
to
Edward
thank
want
especially
We
actor
education, 2 years business colwe see through a glass darkly;
sentence. Robinson, Jr., wound up
of
all
1050. Office over Dale Si StublitrYrt
honor
Charles,
and
Ray,
-day
Billy
60
a
and
,
templates
Gough,
Bro.
Claude L. Miller, Insurance and lege. 33 years old. Will accept Bro. Culpepper
(international Sound photo)
then face to face. Now we
but
.
conviction
.
TF
Besides
blefield.
County.
driving
Calloway
drunk
a
with
Bro. Junes fir their consoling
Real Estate Agency. Phone 758 any type work. Phone 295-W.
knot./ in part; but then we shall
survived
he
is
children
and
wife
Junel3C
1TP words.
EXTRA NICE 3 bedroom brick and 1058.
know even as we are known.
To the singers from hearts of by his parents, one sister, Mrs.
on Walnut Drive. Large living
Written by Jaunita Jones.
brother,
one
,
K.
Tr?vathan
B.
just off
love, we say it was truly the
room, kitchen with lots of cabi- NICE 10 ROOM house,
Jimmie,
dren,
grandchil
six
Onis,
most beautiful singing we ever
rooms on first
nets and built-in electric range, college campus. 5
Janice and Maurita Rickman, t
expect to bear on earth.
and bath on secdinette, utility, one full bath, one floor, 5 rooms
Wayne, Wade, and Patricia Rob• WAR SOUVENIRS
of
hour
in
yotir
you
bless
God
from college
Income
floor.
ond
half bath, three large bedroms,
FURNISHED garage apartment.
erts, eight nieces and two nephneed.
$100 per month.
about
students
electric heat, fully insulated, car
Nice, for boys. Also two nice
ews, and a large number of reMrs. Goebel Roberts
furnished heat. Double sleeping rooms. 300 Woodlawn,
.
port with large storage room, Basement,
MESSENA, N. Y. -,-0111--' Seati
and
Children
and friends. One brother,
ft, Easy terms.
elatives
90x240
Lot
garage.
June 13P
phone 1057-W.
arenirs of '.ite lastJ,armed conflict
large shady lot. This house is
garage atMartin, preceded him in death
HOUSE,
M
BEDROO
3
!between Canada .and the United
guaranteed to meet all FHA retached, utility, nice shady lot. 5 ROOM HOUSE. Interior newly HELECOP- ZR MELON THIEF by nine years, and one sister, States were foetid by Arthur
..,,quiremente. Can be bought at a
infancy.
in
Murdied
in
Jewel.
sections
best
the
of
decorated. Gas .heat. Wired for
Raymond in a river bed that
w'r bargain of sold this week. Bau- One
BRA orLEY, Cal.:. rat —Farmer
In addition to his loved ones,
Loan transferrable. Gallo- gas or electric stove. 500 Broad
was drained during, construction
cum Real Estate Agency, call ray.
grealy
,be
will
Roberts
Estate
Goebel
rteal
mind
and
Junel3C W. 1..-Fifield said he didn't
St. Phone 1473.
of the symbol of the present
J12C way Insurance
48, 1447 or 543.
a
friends,
farmer
his
by
151-M.
missed
hurtle
Agency. Phone IQ§
a helicopter landing in his watergood friendship of the two na31/neT5C -FURNISHED' apartment. Close melon
He group who respected his leaderSaterday.
patch
CONSTRUCTION Machinery for
tions. Raymond found 11 can•
the
of
Posed.
Director
Board
condition
a
air
as
town,
ship
down
thought it was too much, though,
sale or rent; Allis Chalmers and
non balls fired in the War of
duty
a
803
Co-Op,
Patton,
States
Ottis
once.
session at
When the pilot hopped out, grab- Southern
Allied Equipment Sales & Serv1812 in the bed -of the Long
quiet
typical
Junel4C
his
in
1288.
he
performed
Olive, phone
bed three melons, jumped back
ice. Wilaams Tractor Company
SauRlt apids where the St. LawAnother
way.
ng
and unassumi
in the 'copter and took off.
Inc., Padufah, Ky. Phone 23003.
'ranee Seaway project was being
3 ROOM FURNISHED apartJunel3C LOOK! Free installation on all
built.
ment. Hot & cold water and heat.
Alum awnings for limited time, furnished. Apply 505 Maple after
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E
PUZZL
1
windows,
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Alum
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10
size.
any
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Junel4P
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WANTED

FOR SALE

.FOR RENT

NOTICE

.

Ike's '60 Pick?

Land Transfers

74 ACRE FARM ow black top
highway. Six room house with
all modern conveniences. Extra
good tobacco barn, good stock
barn, good two car garage, wash
house, smoke house, chicken
houses. This farm is in good
me,farming area on the west side
my of the county. No waste land.
2.3 acre tobacco base, 10.8 acre
corn base, 5 acre wheat base.
For quick sale the purchaser
could receive wheat and oat
41
crops now ready to be harvested.
Baucum Real Estate Agency,

1

FOR YOUR general hauling call
J. L. Fuqua et al to J. B.
John Shekell. Reasonable rates..
and sun, lot.
Jordan
J12P
Phone 2174.
Porter Huie to Murray City
of Education, lot.
AL,. KINDS of cement work, Board
basement
driveways, side walks,
STROLLERS ARRrSTeD
floors, etc. Hume 'Comfort Co.,
—• - 18th at Main St., Phone 1303.
Mich 1P) — Two runNILES,
Junel3C
aways from a farirn hear here
police as
LET ME DO your mowing this were picked uti
the 'highway.
summer. Have new Cub Farmall they strolled along
end,Rocket
mower, reasonable rates. Call The runaways. Jake
hors -were
Ray Dunn, ehone 831-J-3 or —a collie dog and a
June 18C returned to their' owner815-R-4.
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•-• II he!,e•ie In what he belletted. krihro and listened, and ant
I.•
her eyi s to what Al LI:arri.
:east C..
W.•
•
oie. That waa! Suddenly I was mad. Beaune
ed
e:
Ine They took hen in I a ,ult.'s,, duty, it seemed to me. they had brought in Al Ream.
-*e'en
411
to,,,,uy
•
• tru
in love. nut -I' they had caused the firrli break
0.,e it -avast • L.. - I hf.d never been
• k. Will
-lieat I kr,.v hew it would be between Joe and Sarah Pardee
Pardee. is ,liertreaseit by
tIon for
'Us
Joe
and
bet•ern
the bitier..ear
Many times I had mentally ligeBeam was not in sight. He
mite Sarah. who has lived In • wl.vel ,
love. She ! was probably in the hotel waitchair Eir:re an accident. Joe resists . tined the girl I would
that
his
except
curbto
Satz...4 efforts
v.-as just like Sarah
ing for Joe. My anger turned
ei n11.•ni:•.
nem against p•,.years younger to fury as I thought about it.
his .loininatIon of Laster Valley and she was fifteen
ownl
her
have
try
to
who
inclined
settiesa
leas
against
and
part, vainly
Joe was risking his life for all
4-to claim land there.
v. ay. If she loved me, she would the other ranchers in the valley.
On th.s moaning Will I. riding
! lii arythitg for me just as I
'OP Pardee and •ftle D'11111141.3,
but the "punkin rollers" who sat
eher of Joe's rownards. Com, ci ,• would for her.
across the street were risking
izes JPe and hates Sarah. be. n.
Now the town was directly nothing except the money they
r bittern.... Inward Joe The three
Al
bridge
men are going to meet young
ahead of us, with a narrow
had mid Al Beam. They were
1010 has chall..nged Joe to a
spanning the creek. Not a word confident that, once Joe Pardee
ahownown,. .
left
we
since
spoken
been
had
was dead, there would be no
the ranch. Kathy Morgan's house trouble.
More wagons would
2
R
CHAPTE
was to our right, the only house grind up Easter Canyon until
SAW Carlton ahead of us, a this side of the bridge.
there wasn't a blade of grass left
1 spr..1'..'ling clusr of houses just
Kathy's place, a white cottage between the Cedar Hills and the
below the junction of the East with a picket- fence, had always Sangre de Cristo range.
and West forks of Easter Creek. attracted men. She wild liquor
I said, "Let's get them out of
South of town were the covered and she had a poker table in her
here, Gene."
wagons, seven of them, belonging front room where men played
He grinned. •'l was thinking
to farmers who had left the Ar- every Saturday night until sunthe sari. I get a bellyache just
kansas River a week before and up. But I had never been in her
lookin' at 'ern."
made the long pull up Easter house.
We crossed the street, swagCan y on to the valley. They
Joe said: "You boys go on. If gering a little, I guess. None of
couldn't settle here, and I'm sure you see Beam, tell hint I'll be
were armed. They got up,
they knew it, for Joe's reputation along." He left us, turning toward them
scared, but trying to hide it. One
they
But
es
away.
knoWILMil
Kathy's house.
was
of them said: "No trouble now.
had come, staying close to their
Gene and 1 cromied the bridge,
We're just sitting here."
camp after Joe called on them. dismounted; and tied in front of
"Waiting to see the show?" I
Then Al Beam had come and the live,ry stable: Carlton wasn't
asked. "Hoping Al Beam will gun
made his challenge.
mnehadt a town. Art Delaney's
Joe Pardee down?"
Now, thinking about him, I de- Gerieral Store was across- the
"All we want is our legal right
cided 'there was no question about street from us. There was a va- to--" one of them began.
why he was here. A brash kid, cant lot next to it, then the hotel,
"Legal right, the devil!" I
he knew it would es blgih him another empty space, and the
dadn't like him. I didn't like any
in business if he killed-7oe Par- church.
them. "Either way there'll be a
On our side of the street was -of
dee, but I figured it wire more
killing, and you'll never get the
livethe
beside
shop
h
have
blacksmit
milit
a
farmers
The
than that.
blood off your hands."
sent for him and paid him to kill ry stable; next to it was a vacant
Dillingham had no patience for
Joe because none of them had store and beyond that the school- talk. 4-1a motioned toward the
either the guts or the gun skill to house. On to the west were a few grove. ''Git! Pronto! You've got
houses, most of them small and
have any show against him.
an hour to roll your wheels."
I, Will Beeson, warr•confused by plain.
They stood there a moment,
cut
strung
Carlton,
ray own emotions, seeing some , That was
trying toiehold their ground, perwas
that
street
dingle
a
in
along
and
some
ti-uth in Joe's stand
-haps not quite sure whether we
Sarah's. He had killed men to often ankle-deep with dust, or were bluffing or not. But in the
without
mud,
with
still
pubdeeper
not
his,
was
which
land
itold
end they didn't have enough
lic domain that legally could be sidewalks or lawns or shads trees. nerve to find out. They walked
homesteaded. That' was theory, As long as (little held the val- away and disappeared around the
any way you looked at it. Ac- ley, the town would be no differ- corner of the store, shoulders
tually, farmers could not make ent. About twenty people made stooped.
a living even on the best land their homes there, living, either
"Yellow," Dillingham said In
in the valley. It was too high, directly or indirectly, off the sur- disgust.
ranches.
rounding
the
too
short,
season
the growing
I didn't say anything, but it
Carlton would', never be any
weather too uncertain.
seemed to me that two men with
On the other hand, Easter Val- bigger. Like a water-soaked runs on their hips should be able
the
ley was cattle country, the best. sponge, the valley reached not to handle live who didn't. They
Joe proved that, every fall when saturation point and could
com-If were, just showing a little
we rounded up a herd of steers give a living to another man.
sense
mon
neither
grow,
not
could
valley
and drove to Canon City or Lead- the
Beam came out of the store
ville and sold at top prices, Joe could the town.
stood looking at us, hands
and
m
Dillingha
beside
stood
I
As
him
To
all
right.
was practical,
I in his pants pockets as he rocked
stable,
livery
thcf
of
front
of
in
way
an
expedient
was
run
a
back and forth on his heels. He
settling any question as difficult noticed five men sitting on the was young, ulh a oyote-sharp
of the store,
as this. As far as he was con- benches in front
face and a pitiful hint of Mtlacerned, the law WRI on the wrong watching us while they pretended taehe that locked like a faint
were
strangers,
They
not to.
side.
I
wagons smudge across his upper lip.
There- was nothing new about farmers who owned the
noticed his pile blue eyes in parI
hadn't
Though
grove.
the
me
In
to
vital
it
Still,
was
to
this Issue.
I knew who ticular. Though he app.ared
His
because it had seoparated Joe and seen them before.
in the (tat- be looking at me, he wasn't.
Sarah. Sarah would de exactly they were. A farmer
always looks like a stare seemed ii slip past me.
as eV had said she- would. She tle country
'Tough cowhandn:. he said.
difference between
had no place to ko, and no farmer. The
tough."
"Real
had
come
who
ones
the
end
money; she'd starve, but she'd--- these
'Tough enough,' Dillingham
the others had
leave, and , Dog-hone and Maria and gone was that
looked Fit Joe Pardee, and listened said
would go with her.
• (To de Continued)
these' men had
If Sarah really loved Joe, she and left, while
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It easy to
This handsome Cole steel desk makes
stationery,
for
drawers
roomy
four
Has
organize work!
storage comsupplies or reference materials. 3 acfiustable
pilferage.
partments, under lock and key to prevent petty
and priced so low.
made
beautifully
so
styled,
smartly
So
or Cole =Er wide, 29I/2" high, Ir deep. Olive green
Ns.7114
baked enamel finish.
WORD IS GOING around in
Washington that Alfred Gruenther (above), retired general
and now head of the American
Red Cross, Is Prtaddent Eisenbower's choice as his successor
tor the Republican presidential
siernination. Gruenther's "availability" includes the fact that
he is Nebraska-born, he is a
Republican Catholic, and "the
greatest thinking machine" Ike
laternationai)
ever met.
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NO,(Gal;) MAM \<' THANKS::
I MIGHT EVEN SAY
YOU WERE KIND
0' PRETTY;

BY REFUSI'.G TO BECOME
ENGAGED TO POOR LITTLE
ME. AM I SO AWFUL TO
LOOK AT, CHARLIE ?

MY, AREN'T YOU THE
BIG, STRONG TYPE, THOUGH,
CHARLIE, COME CLOSER,
SO I‘CAN' GET A GOOD
LOOK'
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Whitehousts
By MERRIMAN SMITH
United Press White House Writer
WASHINGTON ir — Backstairs at the White, House:
Wags at the White House have
come up with all sorts of ideas
for Postmaster ,General Arthur
E. Summerfieldlto save money.

Dorit-yourself stamps, for one
thine. The plan is simplicity
itself: Leave the mucilage off
of stamps and let the mailer
apply his own.
Another: Sell three-cent stamps
only in shekts of 100, uncut
and unperforated. This would
save the cost of perforation and
simplify sales procedure. The
savings here, however, are dubious because the plan might
promote an even heavier mail
volume. Too much mail is the
basic trouble in the postal service.

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY
Probably the most logical of
the silly ideas bandied about
the White House corridors the
last few days was declaration
of a "no mail week." Nobody
would send letters for a week,
reducing mail volarte and departmental costs at the same
time.

Whether President Eisenhower
realized it or not, he gave reporters
and
photographers a
break by not going to Gettysburg
this weekend. He and Mrs. Ike

TOUCHES IT OFF... FIVE SECONDS LATER

are spending this Memorial Day
and the rest of the weekend
in the White House. Members
o; the press.who trail the Chief
Executive wherever he goes can
stay at home, too.
If Major John Eisenhower's
neighbors at nearbby Fort Belvoir, Va., hear a small, grave
voice piping into their radio
sets, they need look no further
than David Eisenhower, the President's 9-year old grandson, for
an explanation.
Among recent gifts delivered
to the White House for David
was a small radio transmitter
and receiver. The unit can transmit up to 300 feet, coming
through conventional radio sets,
and can pick up 6tanclard broadcast stations at distances up to
1.500 nines.
The transmitter - receiver was
made by the Jaelco Company
of Dayton, Ohio.

WEDNESDAY — JUNE 12, 1957

An Absent Father
Not Good For
The Children

of the time in 40 of the child*:'
mother relationships and present
In the other 40.

CHICAGO — l
— Fathers
should stay home more often if
they want their children to develop into well-adjusted adults,
says a psychologist.
Boys and girls of families
where fathers are largely absent
fr+An the home show les.
-s independence, Dr. David B. Lynn
of the Indianapolis reported.

Lynn, speaking before the annual meeting of the Midwestern
Psychological Association in Chicago, said that boys whose fathers were absent seemed to
have more feminine traits and
wre more poorly adjusted.
The mothers of father-absent
children were more protctive of
thir children, he added.
Lynn said the study was conStrictly rumor department: In- ducted with 80..Norwegian famistead of going West for a va- lies. The father was absent much
cation this summer, the President
might try New England. Some
of his New England friends have
-been suggesting it. Seldom has
Eisenhower had such good fishing as he did two years ago
on Lake Parmachene in Maine.

ENGINEER Roger Peterson mans the electronic control board
at the
Nevada atomic test site preparatory to
touching off the bomb
tseich was suspended from a helium
balloon. The balloon was 500
feet over Yucca Flat. At right is what happened
when Peterson
did touch it off, a "low yield" detonation.
Photos was made five
seconds after the explosion.
(International doundpitor as)

Deserted For Communism

Human can Stand
Some High Heat •
SAN FRANCISCO I
— A
human being can stand a temperature of 900 degrees fahrenheit
for a brief period before collapsing, a University% of Washington
scientist reported today.
, The scientist, Konrad Buettner.
reported on the effect bf high
temperatures on human performance in a paper delivered to
the semi-annual meeting of the
American Society of' Mechanical
Engineers.
Buettner's figures indicated that
under specific conditions, a man
"covered with one centimeter
of clothing migict remain as
long as a minute and a half
in air at 900 degrees fahrenheit
Without collapse."
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ABANDONED in Jersey City, NJ., Mrs. Olga Samoilow (right)
describes how she hid her one year old daughter, Helen, and
two-year-old son, Valery, in fear her husband, Igor Samoilow
(left) might kidnap them when he sailed for Communist Russia.
Refugees from behind the Iron Curtain, the decision of Samoilow and another man to redefect is cloaked with mystery
(International Soundphoto)
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An expert golfer who has
watched Eisenhower play several
times recently says the President
is showing a new trait. This
i source reports that Eisenhower
is talking more about affairs of
state and the business of the
presidency during the progress
of a golf match. than before.
This one golfer believes occupation with business matters may
+ be hurting Eisenhower's game.
Some of the White House staff
discounts this theory, saying it
just isn't so.

,
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BROUGHT BACK HOME SAFE AND SOUND...
Cause Of Disease
Reported Found
PHILADELPHIA IT —A woman scientist claimed today to
have discovered the cause of
the dread disease multiple schlerosis.
•
Miss Rose R. Ichelyon, Russian-born bacteriologist, said she
succeeded in isolating and culturing a spiral-shaped germ .responbile for the disgase. lehe
announcement was rnhae during
a press conference at St. Luke's
and Children's Medical Center
here.
Miss Ichelson .said that after
six years of work sh- has bear'
able to culture the spirochete
thrqugh Akaseries of tests involving
Spinal fluids.
Walter Biddle Saul, presArnt
of the hospital's research foundation, termed her discovery the
"first step" toward elimination'
of the disease which affects
some 300,000 persons in the
United, States.
Results of Miss Ichelson'r work
was just published in the journal.
"Proceedings of the Society for
Experimental Biology and Medicine."
Saul said the importance of
Miss Ichelson's work was that
She has "proven conclusively"
that spirochets in the spinal
fluid cause MS and the culture
medium she developed will enable other scientists to "take
the next step of curing the
aisease .or immunizing persons
against it."
Saul ' said Miss Ichelson. a
graduate of the Bacteriological
institute of Poltava, Russia, also
has developed a test for multiple
sclerosis which has proved "highly successful." A report on the
MS te.1 will be published shortly
in the same journal.

ZAZA and her constant companion. Peppy, who rides on her back, are
back home safe and sound In
Jersey City. N. J. They disappeared, and owner Harry Kinston appealed
for police help. Four days
later they turned up et hem, Peppy still clinging to Zaza's back like this.
(liitenialional B.:mit:photo)
-_

Start your vacation
looking like
a million!

LIGHTNING
I

Let us do the hard
part of putting your
vacation togs in
apple-pie order..

leourteay of National Industrial Conference
Board)

HERE'S HOW all the advertising wordage, printed and spoken. was
divided In 1958. Biggest rise in recent years is in television.
Its
first compilation, in 1949, showed $57,800,000 In 19:,e it had
grown
to ;1,225,000,000. Each tigure in chart la in millions of
dollars.

PARKING 'S NO PROBLEM"

Poplar

•

Phone 1142
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Smith-Corona

URBANA, Ill. — tIS — Lightning kills about 360 persons, injures 900 and causes 12 million
dollars worth of property damage
in the United States cacti year,
according to 0. L. Hogsett, extension safety specialist at the University of Illonis.
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Even with the many new features on the SmithCorona Electric
Portable typewriter, it's amazingly compact and easy to
carry. And
it comes withits own luxurious "Holiday" carrying
ease.
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Never before has it been so easy and so much fun to type. With
the new SmithCorona Electric Portable a gentle touch of the keys and electricity
takes the work
off your hands .. . quickly, quietly and effortlessly. You
finish t!.-Ping feeling as
fresh and relaxed ae.when you began. And no matter
how you strike the keys,
every character pnrnts with the same sharp, uniform impression.
Just think of the
new pride you will take in your personal correspondence! You
owe It to yourself
to see and try the revolutionary new Smith-Corona Electric
Portable today.
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Now you can enjoy Effortless Typing
With beautiful, "print-perfect" letters every time
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STARKS HARDWARE

WaG Taractitik

CHICAGO
— Patrick Mogan, 17, has never missed a day
of school since he started kindergarten. He recently graduated
from St. Patrick's High School.
His sister, Marlene. has never
missed a day either, and she'sj
in the College of St. Francis, in !
Joliet.

Call us for SANITONE service today
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RECORD FAMILY

Those party clothes
and sports togs
. . you want to take
them along . . . but
here's so little time and
go much to do! Turn them
bver to us for a thorough
Sanitone Dry Cleaning and they'll
come home immaculate, perfectly
pressed. . . all minor repairs made at
no extra charge. Call us as soon as you
can so we cal do our very best for you.

Now s the time to buy — eve*though you
plan to paint later. A salt of first quality products
only! On Kurfees Evetitleen House
Paint, you save
per gallon.
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